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Mr. Alan McMillan
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Office of Federal Agency Safety
`	 and Health Programs
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210
Dear Mr. McMillan:
A 61	 1081
The NASA response to the January 13, 1981, letter from the Honorable Ray
Marshall to Dr. Frosch requesting the 1980 annual report on our Occupational
Safety and Health Program is enclosed. Two copies of thk- summary of our
report and the summary of our self -evaluation findings are included; one
copy of each is included in the report and as additional copy separate
;.	 from the report so it can be detached if desired.
The NASA Safety Program was effective during 1980. Seven of our inatal-
lations decreased the total number of injuries / illnesses reported. Four
installations reported more injuries /illness, and one remained at zero.
The agency total decreased three percent from 339 cases to 329 with a
frequency rate of 1.48 per 200,000 hours worked. In the lost workday
(lost time) injury/ illness category, there were five installations with
decreaseL while five showed increases, and two remained at zero. The
agency rate decreased three percent from 0.69 to 0.67. The Marshall Space
Flight Center with 3,615 employees decreased their rate from 0.42 in 1979
to 0.09 in 1980.
NASA is committed to comply with the goals of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act. The Acting Administrator has issued a policy letter fully
supporting Executive Order 12196 and the new program elements of 29 CFR 1960,
and our safety and health instructions are being revised to reflect the new
requirements. A strong occupational safety and health program exists within
NASA, and it is continually being improved.
:
Questions concerning this report should be directed to Thomas B. Kerr, NASA
Safety Office (Code NIG-3), phone 755-2751.
k,F	 fineere
R,
Fronk E.' Penaranda
Director, Institutional
Yj
	 Operations Division
Enclosures
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SUMMARY
National Aeronautics and Space Administration report to the
Department of Labor on the Occupational Safety and Health
Program for CY 1980
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The basic NASA goals and objectives, insofar as the occupational safety and
health requirements are concerned, are to avoid injury and death of personnel,
protect property and the environment, involve employees and management in
the program through extensive use of committees, training activities, and
programs of hazard recognition and reporting, and comply with the Executive
Order and guidelines that are provided to us.
COMMITTEES
NASA uses safety and health committees at several management levels.
Employees have access to and can be represented on the committees; although
NASA has not used the OSHA approved committees with 50% of the members
being representatives of employees. The committees have provided excellent
support and safety input.
BIENNIAL SURVEYS
The NASA Headquarters Fafety, Occupational Health, Program Assurance, and
Reliability and Quality offices work in harmony to provide at least biennial
surveys of the NASA installations. On the off years, the survey responsi-
bility rests with the installations' managements, and they, in turn, use
the functional offices and committees to accomplish these surveys. This
program is ,very effective, and we plan to continue with it.
INDEPENDENT SURVEY
To further evaluate the status of the NASA safety and health programs and
to determine the overall compliance status of the NASA installations, the
JRR Company was contracted with to conduct OSHA-type surveys at each
Installation. Their reports include each noncompliance item, pertinent
standards, seriousness of the noncompliance, and estimate of cost to abate.
This effort will be completed during 1981, and it will provide an overall,
agency estimate of costs to bring our facilities to an acceptable compliance
level.
SPECIALIZED TRAINING
There are many activities in the NASA installations and programs which
require special precautions. As a result of these activities, NASA has
developed and/or contracted for training courses and programs for employees
and contractor employees who are associated with the activities. These
training courses and programs have helped keep our injury/illness history
at a wry low rate. It is also an area which resulted in special recognition
during the 1976-1977 NASA Program Evaluation by the Department of Labor.
TOP MANAGEMENT INTEREST
During 1980, NASA top management continued their interest in the safety and
health program. The NASA Safety Office and the Occupational Health Office
are fully staffed with qualified safety and health specialists. Emphasis
on the Executive Order, 29 CFR 1960, NASA policy documents, and employee
participation and observance of safe working practices has been reemphasized.
The program is effective, personnel are interested, and the statistical
Indicators show success.
PROGRAM SUCCESS
The injury/illness lost workday (lost ties) frequency rate was reduced from
a high of 0.82 per 200,000 hour worked in 1977 to O.S1 in 1978, 0.69 in
1979, and 0.67 in 1980. The severity rate was 12.1 days per 200,000 hours
worked in 1977, and it was reduced to 7.5 in 1980.
The Marshall Space Flight Center with 3,615 employees had a lost workday
frequency rate of 0.09 and a total injury/illness rate of 0.48. The total
frequency rate for NASA was 1.48 in 1980.
CONCLUSIONS
The NASA program is very successful. We plan to continue with our supporting
activities adding those items which appear to have a reasonable probability
of improving our safety. We have incorporated Executive Order 121%,
29 CFR 1%0, and other guidelines and recommendations.
Further, if we can be of assistance to others with less successful programs,
we will be happy to provide documentation, explanations of the program and
our operations, and other information related to our employee involvement.
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SELF EVALUATION
NASA regularly conducts internal evaluations of its Safety and Health
Programs. Part I describes the Occupational Safety Evaluations and
Part Ii describes the Occupational Health Evaluations.
Part I: Occupational Safety Surveysi
R .-,
During CY 80, a team from Headquarters conducted safety surveys of these
programs at the following field installations:
1. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL.
2. Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA.
3. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA.
4. Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.
S. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH.
A brief synopsis from the summary of each follows:
1. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) - January, 1980
MSFC maintains low injury/illness frequency rates (0.66
for total and .42 for lost-time). No major and only a
few minor safety problems were found. The Safety Office is
well staffed and the program is well run.
2. Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) - July, 1980
Since the previous safety survey, the accident frequency and
severity rates at DFRC have increased. These rates peaked in
CY 78; however, they began a decline in CY 79 and a review of
the first and second quarter CY 80 statistics show a continuing
decline. DFRC management intends to contimue a strong focus
on this issue to further reduce those rates.
3. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) - July, 1980
NOTE: The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is a government-owned
contractor-operated (GOCO) facility, operated for NASA by
Caltech. NASA employees number less than 30. No safety
problems of any significance were detected during this
evaluation.
4. Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) - September, 1980
Efforts undertaken in the past two years by the Health and Safety
Engineering Office have resulted in significant reductions in
the rate of occupational injuries and illnesses. The control and
coordination of compensation claims needs improvement. Some addi-
tional safety training efforts are required.
r-
S. i.ewia Resear,,;h Center (LeRC) - December, 1980
The Safety program evaluation was oriented toward an appraisal of
the effectiveness of the safety program, and the adequacy of and
.ompliance wtth existing safety policies.' The LeRC safety program
is organized along a committee approach with an Executive Safety
Board providing overall guidance and the Lewis Safety Officer
re"rensible for management of the program. It has the advantage of
involvi:,g firp t-hand many management/supervisory level employees in
the safety program and makes excellent use of available technical
expertise to assist in the resolution of safety problems. Modifications
are being made in the program to improve emphasis on achievement of
accident prevention objectives, to place more emphasis on causation
analysis and countermeasures, and to reduce time frames for correction
of identified deficiencies.
Field installations conduct internal self-evaluations of their Safety
and Health programs during years when Headquarters does not. These
efforts are reviewed by Headquarters and prove useful in keeping safety
a visible program at those installations.
i
"AAA", A.-:-
.v
Part II: Occupational Health Surveys
1. Occupational Health on-Site Inspections
The latest round of on-site Occupational Health inspections during
CY 1980 confirmed that all our field installations have well run,
aggressive programs in the medical as well as the environmental
health areas. The medical monitoring requirements of the OSHA 11valth
Standards are followed and the NIOSH criteria documents are used
as guidelines
More specifically, in the occupational medicine area, the programs
were fully staffed, e-luipped, and were performing in an outstanding
manner. The exercise facility program at each -enter is coming along
according to schedule. The clinic at Dryden was recommended to be
moved from trailers to a permanent building and the trailers turned
over to the Houston medical team for the astronauts in preparation
for the Shuttle landings there. This has been accomplished and the
necessary emergency plans have been placed into effect. Hiqh Blood
Pressure Screenings were conducted by all centers Ain conjunction
with the NIH program in May and influenza vaccine was made available
to all employees in August and September 1980. A concerted drive
was made with tl ►e physicians to hold down COP, with light duty where
indicated and appropriate. The new Hearing Conservation progra,11
was discussed at all sites and NASA is adopting the DoD level of
85dBA (now adopted by OSHA). The Directive will be issued in
March 1981. The physicians are working closely with tie safety
officers and have frequent walk-through inspections with the Industrial
Hygienists. The Narcotic Inventory and Malpractice coverage were
reviewed and were satisfactory.
Emergency equipment was in good order and Deriodically inventoried
as required. The x-ray equipment and radiation monitoring were in
order and all exposure levels were below limits. Chest x-rays were
given only on physician's orders in keeping with Presidential Directive
to curtail radiation exposure from screening programs. They are
given only for diagnostic purposes or as required by OSHA. The Employee
Assistance Program under OPM has been very active at all sites with a
large number of self-referrals. In summary, the centers' programs
are judged to be excellent.
2. Environmental Health On-Site Inspections
The environmental health programs reviewed durinq CY 1980 include:
Marshall Space Flight Center - The program was found to continue to
be a good one and was quite responsive to the needs of the center.
Environmental health and occupational medicine pro g rams were very
well coordinated. Several commendable improvements had been made
since the last visit. An excellent respirator program had been
developed and there was more involvement in the planning stages of
projects and in other preventive efforts.
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S. Lewis Resear.:h Center i LeRC) - December, 1980
The Safety program evaluation was oriented toward an appraisal of
the effeal.veness of the safety program, and the adequacy of and
.omp1Innce with existing safety policies. The LeRC safety program
Is organized along a committee approach with an Executive Safety
Board providing overall guidance and the Lewis Safety Officer
responsible for management of the program. It has the advantage of
Involving first-hand many management/supervisory level employees in
the safety program and makes excellent use of available technical
expertise to assist in the resolution of safety problems. Modifications
are being made in the program to improve emphasis on achievement of
a.-ctdent prevention objectives, to place more emphasis on causation
analysis and countermeasures, and to reduce time frames for correction
of identified deficiencies.
Field Installations conduct internal self-evaluations of their Safety
and Health programs during years when Headquarters does not. These
efforts are reviewed by Headquarters and prove useful in keeping safety
a visible program at those installations.
r
i
r
iWallops flight Center - It was very encouraging to find that the
center had been effectively utilizing industrial hygiene support
from Langley Research Center. 'Ibis support is to continue and will
be provided on a periodic and on an as-needed basis. The center had
adequately addressed most on-site potential health problems; however,
a few areas needed some additional attention. They are now being
addressed by the center.
.Jet Propulsion Laboratory - Management awareness :nd visibility in
the environmental health areas were found to be excellent. The
program was found to be very effective. Personnel were quite
dedicated in carrying out their responsibilities. Extensive training
had been provided to laboratory personnel en the handling and use of
hazardous chemicals and an effective hazardous chemical cleanup and
disposal campaign was on-going. A few minor program improvements
were recommended. They have all been accomplished.
No significant environmental health problems or deficiencies were
found at any of the remaining centers reviewed. In summary, NASA
environmental health and occupational medicine programs were found
to be coordinated as is necessary for the ilentification and control
of occupational illnesses.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ANNUAL REPORT - CY 1980
GENERAL
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) conducts agencywide
safety and health programs. Palictes and overall program guidance are
established and levied upon the operating organizations at Headquarters and
At the field level. There are eleven major and four s%ibordinAte Installa-
tions plus Numerous tracking stations, experimental operations stations,
and other facilities located throughout the world. Ma for organizational
elements of the agency are Fhown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the organiza-
t tonal elements of the Off ice of Management Operations and Figure 3 shows
the organization of th, Institutional Operations Division where the Safety
Office and the Occupational Health Office are located. Attachments 1-8
(Attachments to incoming guidelines) contain vequested information :or the
agency and field installations.
The Directors and Managers of NASA installations exercise a high degree of
autonomy to the operation of their organizations. Safety and health elements
exist in each of these lnstallattons and at suhordlr..ite installations.
Con gequentl-, constderahle autonom y is exercised by the safety and health
organization- of the Installations as they foll.)w Headquarters policies and
psi i de 1 t ne-.
This report will in,lude a Fen,•ral summary of the total program followe,: by
the individual responses of each installation to the guidelines issued by
the Department of labor. (See Attachments 9-19.)
Tht Institutional  Operat ions Director, Mr. Frank Penaranda, who reports to
the Agencv Designated Safety and Health Official, Mr. E. C. Kilgore, is
responsible for the overall Occupational Safety and Occupat tonal Health
programs. The NASA designee for Safety coordination and liaison with OSHA
i-;
Mr. J. Larr y Crawford
Chief, NASA Safety Office (NIG-3)
NASA Headquarters
WAshington, D. C. 20546
(202) 7 55-27 51
Dr. Walton L. clones, Chief, Occupational Health Office, is the NASA
coordinator for Health acitiviti-s. He also reports to the Director,
1nstltut`.onal Operations, and is responsible for medical and environmei.tal
health activities, including examination and recordkeeping requirements of
W01A Health Standard-.
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Within each Installation, the Occupational Safety, Environmental Health, and
Occupational Health functions are assigned to the appropriate organizational
location for their particular operation. From a functional point of view,
tin a da y -hy-day operational basis, these organizations respond directly to
the requirements of the Safety and Occupational Health Offices.
1. EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT
Employee participation and involvement in the Field Installation and
Headquarters Safety and Health Programs is maintained by promotion in
staff meetings, training, distribution of safety and health materials,
etc. Inspections/surveys are conducted by professional safety and health
personnel, selected specialists, and by super.isors.
Our Safety and Health Offices have excellent rapport with employees and
union representatives. When questions and/or problems related to safety
and health arise, they are normally handled quickly, informally, and
often by telephone. Safety and Health related committees are operational
in nature, some have employee representatives as members, and all are
accessible to any employee who has a question or recommendation for
consideration in the iurisdiccion of the particular committee.
Employees are encouraged to report safety and health problems or, for
that matter, any problem they re;:ognize without fear of reprisal. If
they are not satisfied with the resolution, they can report the item to
the next level of management, NASA Safety and Occupational Health offi-
cials, or to the Department if Labor. Management instructions and
other policy documents on fire with DOL emphasize these right-s. NASA
does not have an adversary r-latin^.ship with the employees or their
representatives in safety rc ated	 tiers.
Bulletin boards display copies of the official notices published by the
Department of Labor. Employee access to information related to compli-
ance with the Ocucupational Safety and Health Act, Executive Order
12196, and 29 CFR 1960 is through the Safety/Health offices or line
organzations.
Employees actively participate in the Federal Safety and Health Councils
by
 attending Field Council meetings and Annual Federal Safety Council
meetings. A number of the full-time professional staff members are active
members and, in some instances, hold offices in the local chapters of the
Federal Safetv and Health Councils.
At the Agency (NASA-wide) level, NASA has the Operations and Engineering
Panel reporting to the Chief Engineer. One of the responsibilities of
this panel is the overview of safety/health related items, and when
requested, it looks at specific or general areas of concern at installa-
tions; specialists are available from anv location within the agency.
5
The NASA policy on safety and health mandates occunational safety
health committees and makes provisions for inclusion of employee
representatives. At installations, management level committees
supervise the overall safety/health-related operations. In addition,
committtees are designated as needs are recognized and include the
following:
Aviation Safety
Ionizing Radiation
'Von-ionizing Radiation
Potentially Hazardous Materials
(Pyrotechnic Support Engineers)
Pressure Systems
(Standard Practice Engineers)
Electrical Systems
Systems Operations
Vehicle Traffic
Fire Safety
Environmental Pollution
Furthermore, 'NASA safety and health instructions are routinel y
 coordinated
with the major national unions involved in NASA operations.
2. EXECUTIVE SUPPORT AND DUTIES
POL ICY
The safety and health policy is contained in NASA Management Issuance
NMI 1701.1, June 26, 1978; NASA Safety Manual, NHB 1700.1(V1), .lulu
1969; NASA Occupational Medicine Program, NMI 1800.1, September 27, 1979;
Occupational Safety and Health Program, NHB 1700.1(V10), January 1979;
NASA Safet y and Health Standards; and other supporting documents which
were previously submitted to the Department of Labor (OSHA). (NASA
safety and health policy documents are being updated to reflect the
most recent changes 'n OSHA, the Executive Order, and NASA activitle,;.)
The following paraQ •. •aphs are taken from NMI 1701.1 to summarize NASA
safety and health policy:
"S. BASIC POLICY
It is NASA policy to:
a. Take all necessary steps to avoid loss of life, injur y or
illness of personnel, property loss or damage, or
environmental harm to the extent practical.
h. Comply with the applicable provisions of the Occupat tonal
Safety and Health Act of 1970, Executive Order 11807 (new
Executive Order is 12196), 29 CFR 1960, and published OS11A
and NASA standards. Requirements of other applicable
6
.1
Federal regulatory agencies shall also be complied with.
In the event of conflicting standards or regulatory issu-
ances, the more stringent requirements shall be met.
"7. EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES AND RIGHTS
a. All employees are expected to comply with NASA Safety and
Environmental Health standards, guidelines, regulations,
and other actions designed to conserve the environment and
provide a safe and healthful workplace.
b. Employees may exercise, with full assurance of protection
from interference, coercion, reprisal, discrimination, or
restraint, their right to:
(1) Obtain or have access to copies of NASA standards,
injury and illness statistics....
(2) Comment on standards the agency proposes and thus
assist the agency in issuing adequate standards.
(3) Participate, through representatives, and assist in
safety and environmental health inspections....
(4) Report unsafe or unhealthful working conditions and
request inspections of such conditions by giving a
written signed notice to their supervisors, or to
safet y and health officials....
(5) Submit complaints or grievances through established
agency procedures or those contained in negotiated
agreements with recognized labor orgnizations......
Also, the NASA Acting Administrator issued a policy letter .January 28,
1981, supporting the provisions of Executive Order 12196 and the new
29 CFR1960 and committing NASA to the establishment and maintenance of
a strong occupational safety and health program.
Further, it is NASA policy to comply with the OSHAct, the Executive
Order, the DOL Safety and Health Provisions for Federal Employees, and
the published OSHA standards insofar as the y are applicable to NASA
facilities, equipment, and operations. Where OSHA standards do not
apply or are not sufficient, NASA adopts standards that will provide
equal or more stringent requirements for employees and contractor
personnel. These standards have been and will continue to he sent to
DOL for their consideration and adoption, if appropriate.
NASA management continues to have personal interest and involvement in
the safety and health of employees. Training funds are provided,
staffing has neen increased in some installations, Fome Center Directors
require detailed individtial reports of injuries and illnesses, and safety
7
and health requirements have been discussed in memos and meetings at
the Administrator or Associate Administrator and Installation Director
levels. The NASA lost-time or lost workday injury/i1 mess frequen:y rate
has decreased from a high of 0.82 in 1977 to 0.67 in 1980. At one large
center (MSFC with 3,615 employees), the 1980 rate was 0.09, and the
emplovees agressively support the program. The total NASA injurv/illne-;^:
rate was 1.48 in 1980.
FUND I NG
Funding for safety and health related activities is not carried in it
single line item at the Field Installations or for the agency. Manv
modifications and compliance items are accomplished with routine work
orders using regular maintenance funds. Further, since safety and
health are line responsibilities, budgeting for them is included in
normal project costs as part of the overall cost. However, Attachim^nt
2 shows the expenditures ($16,165,550) directly associated with safety
and health activities, which we have been able to determine, within they
agency for CY 1980.
In the past no attempt has been made to distinguish safety and health
related costs of projects. However, the 1982 budget call in; laded it
special exhibit for safety and health for the purpose of obtaining a
separate breakout of the items listed in 29 CFR 1960.7 (:) and other
special safety/health items. A NASA Safety and Health Hazard Abatement
Plan (NASA Foim 1584, !March 1981) has also been developed rind will
require the inclusion of funding informtion. Plans are to incorporate
this data in our upcoming, automated, management information system and
use it as a basis for our safety and health funding requests and
allocations.
SAFETY PROGRAM AND ORGANIZATION
The NASA Safetv Program encompasses the various functions involved in
space, aeronautics, s ystems, occupational, fire, operations, publi.
nuclear, and industrial safety. Extensive efforts are underway to
meet and support the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act (OSHA). This has led to an increasing involvement of other fun:-
tional areas (e.g., budget, training) in addition to safety. This will
continue to be our method of operation.
Within NASA, we maintain the policy that primary responsibility for the
safety and health of personnel, preservation of property and resources,
k	 and prevention of accidents which could jeopardize mission success
rests with the same management charged with program success. Where we
•	 speak of the NASA Safety and Health Program, therefore, we are speaking
`J	 of all actions required throughout the organization to meet this respon-
^^;	 sibility. The actions and decisions which are required to achieve
effective safety are virtually inseparable from program planning,
kr
	
management, and directions, and the steps necessary to achieve safety
,I	 8
•
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of operations begin with initial planning and research and extend
through every facet of NASA's activities.
Within this policy, the Chief, NASA Safety Office, exercises functional
management authority and responsibility over NASA safety activities.
He provides policy and technical guidance, develops and issues standards
and procedures, reviews and evaluates activities for conformance with
prescribed policies, standards, and procedures, and recommends necessary
corrective action. He is the focal point for coordination of agency
safety activities, and he provides information and recommendations to
the Administrator and other appropriate officials, through the Director,
Institutional Operations, on the status of significant actions, problems,
and other substantive matters related to these assigned responsibilities.
The Director of Program assurance, through the authority of the Chief
Engineer, is responsible for reviewing and concurring in the safety
portion of project plans and project approval documents. He is also
responsible for establishing policy and guidance and developing train -
ing programs and models for program and project system safety. He is
responsible for conducting surveys to assure proper implementation of
policy. In addition, he is responsible for developing policy for
Integrating the reliability, quality, and risk management efforts
needed to assure minimum safety risks. His responsibilities encompass
activities and hardware associated with projects and programs, and
although not direct l y responsible, he is concerned with the real estate,
fixed facilities, and personnel that support these activities.
In the Offices of Space Transportation Systems, Space Transportation
operations, Space Science, Space Tracking and Data Systems, and Space
and •rerrestial Applications, there are Reliability, Qualit y Assurance,
and Safety personnel supporting the Space Programs. These individuals
are part of the overall safety capabilit y in the agency, and although
most of them report through a different management chain, they have
the welfare of personnel, facilities, and programs foremost in their
minos.
Personnel of the Offices of Program Assurance; Space Flight Reliability,
Quality, and Safety; Occupational Health; and NASA Safety coordinate
their efforts to support each other and provide greater coverage for
the agency.
The Aerospace Safety Advisor y Panel (ASAP) was established by separate
and direct actions of the Contress and:
"The Panel shall r;o view safet y studies and operations plans referred
to tt and shall hake reports thereon, shall advise the Administrator
with respect to the hazards of proposed operations and with respect
to the adequa, : v of proposed or existing safety standards, and
-;hall perform such other duties as the Administrator ma y request."
(NMI i1S6.14F, April 27, MO, "Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel")
9
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Thus, the ASAP is a separate and distinct entity from the NASA Safety
Office and the Program Assurance Division and, in fact, reviews, eval-
uates, and advises the Administrator concerning these offices. Member-
ship of the ASAP consists of a maximum of nine members with not mrory
than four of these members employed by NASA. The ASAP meets as often
as necessary, but at least twice a year, and reports directly to the
NASA Administrator.
All managers throughout the agency are responsible for identifying
risks, hazards, or unsafe situations and practices and for taking step~
to assure safety in the activities under their supervision. The roles 	 1
of the Associate Administrators and Field Installation Directors are
critical in this framework, since these officials have primary "action"
authority within the agency. Each of these managers is responsible for
developing and implementing a safety program to meet local needs as
well as OSHA requirements and which is consistent with general require-
ments and policies of NASA. It is necessary for these managers to
review and monitor the safety programs at the installations and in
contractor plants. They cooperate with the Chief, NASA Safety Office,
the Director, Assurance Division, the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel,
the Chief, Occupational Health Office, and others in the conduct of
safety evaluations, reviews, and investigations and in developing
necessary safety data.
Surveys are conducted, often jointly, by the Safety and Occupational
Health Offices, Program Assurance Division, and Space Flight Reliability,
Quality, and Safety using professional teams comprised of Headquarters
and field installation specialists to audit, communicate, and educate.
They assess conditions which exist, exchange ideas and expertise regard-
ing procedures, techniques, concepts, and practices, provide standard-
ization for operations throughout NASA, cross-fertilize new or innova-
tive Ideas, assess effectiveness of local management tmplementat ton of
NASA safety policy, and determine the effectiveness, validity, and
adequacy of standards/directives. It is NASA policy to conduct indepen-
dent, biennial safety and health evaluations of all field installations.
Individual NASA field installations emphasize specific safety elements
on a local basis. To assure appropriate inclusion of safety and health
requirements in engineering designs and modifications, safety personnel
review and approve drawings and specifications for minor and major
construction, alterations and repairs, and other safety-related work
orders. They participate in planning and design reviews, and they
review completed designs. Procurements are reviewed in the same manner.
Major projects, including flight projects, are reviewed from the study
phase through the execution phase.
10
rNASA HEALTH PROTECTION PROGRAM (Includes Environmental Health)
"	 A comprehensive employee health protection pr,)gram is conducted at NASA
field installations and at NASA Headquarters, under the direction of
the Chief, Occupational Health Office. Medical, industrial hygiene,
and health physics personnel work together to ensure correlation and
mAximum effectiveness. The environmental health portion of the NASA
health conservation effort emphasizes p: •eventive activities. Some of
the pertinent program-related activities include:
Evaluating any factor in the environment which can be deleterious to
the health of personnel.
Working closel y with medical personnel and apprising them of specific
exposures and working conditions applicable to an employee or any
group of employees.
Recommending personnel to be given occupational physical examinations.
Investigating alleged occupational illnesses, inspecting workplaces
and working conditions, measuring exposures to potential health
hazards, and recommending measures to effectively control exposures
to health hazards.
Tmplementing requirements of OSHA health standards.
Reviewing; engineering drawings, purchase requests, work orders,
contracts, etc., to ensure that appropriate attention is given to
health protection.
Evaluating the effectiveness of control measures.
Approving use of pesticides.
Analysing collected samples.
Parti:+pating in planning activities.
NASA policy regarding employee health protection is contained in NASA
Issuance, NMI 1800.1C, "NASA Occupational Medicine Program," September
27, 1979. This directive contains the following program goal:
"The goals of the Occupational Medicine Program are to minimize:
si:k ahsen:e, reduced productivity due to marginal physical
disabilit y , permanent disability, and premature death. The program
iq :on:erned with the maintenance of the health of the employees,
the detection and correction of early or subtle changes, and the
earl y derermination of trends toward an abnormal health state....
The Program's o hlective is to document the health baseline of
individual "employees and to monitor that status periodically so
that early changes can be detected and appropriate treatment started
hefore irreparable harm has occurred."
Each installation director issues directives, st.:ndards, handbooks, and
manuals as needed to implement this basic policy. These issisonces. .iry
distributed to management and supervisory personnel and are made avail-
able to all employees.
3. SAFETY AND HEALTH HEADQUARTERS AND FIELD STAFF AND FUNCTIONS
Attachments 3, 4, 5, and 6 contain this information.
4. OPERATING MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY DUTIES
Management's responsibilities are explained in training sessions,
management meetings, and during surve y s and attendant briefings. The
enclosed individual installation reports explain the various levels of
activity at each installation. At the agency level, the requirements
and responsibilities are being emphasized with agency -wide training
.courses, management directives, and .closely coordinated policies and
activities at all management levels.
Existing NASA directives require direct Involvement of both sen' r
management and supervisors in the safety and health programs. Senior
level occupational safety and health committees, involving supervisors,
are used extensively throughout NASA. NHB 1700.1(V10), Safet y Manual,
"Occupational Safety and Health Program," lists specific functions for
various levels of management.
5. SAFETY AND HEALTH STANDARDS ADOPTION
NASA policy requires compliance with OSHA as well as other po , rr inent
St:tnAirds. In addition to the basic Standards, we use other ,Kuides and
refere e , es Including:
OSHA Reference Materials
Department of Transportation Standards
ICC Standards
NFPA Codes
National Safet y Council Documents
ANSI Ref-^ren,^e Library
DOL/DOD Safet y Data Sheets
Health and Industrial Hygiene Docume nts
Agency and Installation Safety Manuals
NASA Standards
Installation Developed Standards for Special Local Condition-:
NCI a rd N I OSH Alerts
ACGIH TLV's
NIOSH Criteria Documents
NCI Bioassa y Reports for Carcinogenicity
CPSC Bulletins and Alerts
12
When a NASA Standard is proposed, it is reviewed by a . • ommittee or group.
It is rewritten, as necessary, then submitted to the installations for
review. (If it is a local standard, it is submitted to local divisions
n nd offices, as appropriate. for review.) After the proposed standard
is reviewed and comments returned to the originator, the standard is
again modified to include improvements recommended during the review.
The standard is prepared in final format and submitted to the approving
official for signature and publication.
Standards receive extensive distrihution and are available to employees
at the libraries, safety offices, division offices, on request from
document distribution offices for individual use, o- at an y location
where copies are maintained. Standards are also found in workplaces
where they relate to specific work processes or potential hazards.
The maior safety standards developed by NASA to date, dealing with
pressure vessels/systems, were coordinated with DOL several years ago.
To meet the new apprc•.al requtrements for alternate standards by the
DOL, Volume 10 of the NASA Safety Ma m e al is being revised as follows:
NASA will comply with safety and health standards promulgated under
Section 6 of the Act, except where alternate standards have been approved.
When field installations intend to apply more stringent standards
(e.g., lower permissible exposure limits), the safety or health official
will notify the NASA Safety Office In writing of the details of such
standard(s) and the associated operation or procedure.
f
	
	 Field installations ma y
 appl y alternate safety and health standard.,
either NASA safet y
 and health standards or standards limited to their
own installation, provided such standards are approved. The NASA
Safety Office will serve as the Headquarters Coordinator for review
and approval of alternate standards and will prepare necessary material
for interagencv review with the Department of Lahor.
In developing and submitting alternate standards, field installations
shall provide the following information:
a. A statement of why the field installation cannot comply with the
OSHA standard or wants to adopt an alternate standard.
h. The proposed alternate standard.
Art 	 of how the alternate standard provides equivalent
or greater protection for the affected employees.
d. A de.;.rlption of interim protective measures employed pending;
approval of the standard.
e. A summary of written comments, if an y , from interested employees
or the installation's safet y and health committee.
II
6. SAFETY AND HEALTH TRAINING ACTIVITIES
Training available to employees is extensive. Much in-hoti ye training
Is conducted as part of regular staff meetings and orientntion related
to new tasks and is not listed as aeparate safety training,. The
1976/1977 OSHA Program Fvnluntion of NASA, ,commended the specialized
training provided to our employees.
Tha training conducted during 1980 Is listed in the indtvidiiAl install-
.rtion reports. However, the :raining reported by the installnttons
avoraged approximately 5.8 hours per employee. The training was listed
as follows: Emploveec 120,246 hours, Supervisors 5,436 hours, Fmployee
Representatives 1,097 hours, Management 1,506 hours, CollAteral Duty
3,433 hours, and F,rll Time Professionals 3,779 hours. Some of the
training listed for employees includes the other groups, since attend-
ance at tralninp, for large groups is often indtzated by number of
Individuals, and it does not designate groups or names of individuals.
Manv NASA activities are unique or at least not routine; therefore, it
Is important for operations personnel and management to assure that
adequate training is provtaed. TI-is requires specialized courses,
careful control to assure participt-tlon, and careful control of opera-
tions. Our potentially most hazardous operatiuns are norm ally the
safest because rigid controls are established and enforced.
In an attempt to provide up-to-date, general training for NASA personnel,
we have requested information concerning training available through the
Department of Labor, Office of Federal Programs.
In addition to the above, the following actions are underway to further
improve our training:
a. Priorities are currentl y being established for safety and health
specialists trr,lning, and alternative mans for providing the
training are being expinred.
h. Action tins peen initiated to develop packaged .nurses for distribution
to field installations to meet the requirements of the new 29 Cf:R
1960.54 thru 1960.59.
7. INSPECTION AND HAZARD ABATEMENT PROCEDURES
Safetv and health inspec:!;,is are conducted on a lw rlodi: basis by
Safetv and Health personnel. Inspections at the local level are normal lv
unannounced except for the formal surveys and spe:lal :Ir:umstances.
special lnvestigartons may be initiated at the request of safety
committees, th- Director, medical personnel, or 1% response to reports
of unsafe or unhenl6tifu 1 conditions. Followup lnspectiurls are made to
determine that :nrrective action has been taken to eliminate hazards.
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As 1ndi.Ated earlier most employee reports of unsafe or unhealthy
conditions are made orall y and generally by telephone. Others are
q uhmitted on forms that are available, and if an individual wishes
Anonv- t !;, they are not required to sign the report. if they desire
a report on actions taken, it is necessary to sign the report. but it
is not necessary for their names to go beyond the reporting office.
Once a report is made and verified, corrective action is taken. 	 (In
some instances it is necessary or appropriate to make modifications or
changes to alleviate concern or fear; although no safety or health
problem exists.) Abatement procedures include: (1) determining if
serious or imminent da-ger exists (If it does, the operation is shut
down and red-tagged until correction~ are made and it has been determined
to he safe.), (2) establishing safetv priorities fcr work and preparing
purchase req nests to correct unsafe conditions, (3) emphasizing line
management's responsibility for the safety of personnel under their
supervision, and (4) visits with employees who have accidents and their
supervisors. The accident is discussed, and any violations of safety
miles and wa ys to prevent a recurren. •e of the accident are stressed.
The employee and supervisor are reminded of the possible penalties for
fAilure to observe safety rules and regulations.
If an a:cident has not occurred, the unsafe or unhealthy :ondition is
discussed, and procedures or modifications are determined to prevent
accidents.
In the event an employee is not satisfied with the abatement actions
taken to correct a recognized problem, the employee :an report the
conOt tion or practice to the Installation Director or Headquarters for
further action or review. Specific procedures are outlined in NHB
1700.1(V10) and include assurances that employees will not be subje:t
to :oerclon, restraint, or reprisal for such reporting. The employee
also has the option of reporting hazards dire.:tly to JSHA; however, we
encourage employees to use in-house procedures first.
In addition to the above, NASA initiated an 1ndep.ndent contract in
1980 to survev all NASA Installations  for .compliance with o.cupat tonal
safetv and health standards. The survev will be completed in late
ft%cal vear 1981. To date, the n-imber of identified deflzien:les and
;oat of correction have been low and are a good indication of strong
field installation safety and health programs.
A. RF.CORDKFFP INC AND REPORTING PROCED11RES
A;;tdents, mission .failures, in:tdents, injuries, and illnesses are
reported to the appropriate office it a::ordan:e with Chapter 9, WHIT
1700.1(V1), "Rani: Safety Requirement
	
Program directives, and applic-
able DOL/OSHA requirements. Injuries and illnesses are monitored by
the Medical Officer or his staff, and required records are maintained
Is
QMtM%AL Mtir, ,
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In the medical files of the individuals. The records are the basis for
reporting job-related injuries and illnesses to the Department of Labor
and the NASA Safety Office. The files are available to individual
employees as authorized by the Office of Workers' Compensation Progr.lm
(OWCP) in accordance with the Privacy Act of 1975. Each injury and
illness is investigated and the report includes recomnendattons of
corrective actions. Kission failures are monitored by the Program
Assurance Office and the Program office personnel.
Figure 4 shows the Number of NASA Employees and Number of Lost Time
Injuries vs.Time. It should be noted that the scales have suppressed
or offset zeros, and while the number of lost time injuries/illnesses
rose dramatically from 1972 t;^ 19,7, due prin,:ipally to the changes In
the injury compensation regulations, management focus on this phenomenon
has finally turned this trend around, and during 1978, 1979, and 1980,
we have seen decreases in the number a,id rate of lost time injuries/
illnesses. Figure 5 summarizes the Injury/Illness history for 1980.
Figures 6-8 are different presentations of the frequency rates of lost
time events. Figure 8 uses the Bureau of Labor Statistics numbers and
does not include CY 1980, because the information is not available for
other agencies. Figure 9 compares the NAZA Injury Severity Rates for
ten y ears. Figure 10 shows 'NASA's injury rates for the period 1972 to
1980. The no-lost-time and total injury rates have decreased dramatically
during this period.
This indicates an active program to reduce accidents/injuries. The
lost time cases have in_reased in number although not in severity. One
third of the cases in 1979 (Latest year with detailed data available.)
were three days or less and 26 per,;ent were only one day. On the
other hand, approximately 17 percent of the cases were more than two
weeks (10 work days) but not more than the six weeks (30 work days or
45 calendar da ys) permitted for COP.
Figure 11 compares NASA Total Injury rates with Private Sector and the
Federal Government. Again these do not include the 1980 data, because
It is unavailable for other agencies. This indicates that the NASA
safety and he2lth program has made significant improvements, and this
has been done without sa:rificing ac:uracy of reporting (Correlation
with OWCP compensation claims has remained good. Our program is :on-
siderably better than average, and although our lost time rate increased
from the 1969 or 1972 base, it Is still low compared to most others.
As demonstrated in Figure 6, for the third time in the past ten years,
NASA's lost work day rate has decreased. This year our rate was 0.67,
one large installation achieved a rate of 0.09, and another had a rate
of 0.30. Two small installations had no injuries/illnesses.
Another phenomenon that has already been pointed out is that on] j 77, of
NASA employees injured on the job in 1973 took off a da y or mort• from
work, while that rate is almost 507. in 1980. Nothing in our accident
analysis indicates injuries are more serious now than the y were in 1973,
16
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i and our accident severity rate has decreased from 11.8 in 1973 to 7.5
in 1980. This phenomenon is attributed to a high per.:entage of short
duration absences encouraged by the liberalization of the Workers
F
	
	 Compensation Program. Figure 12 shows the NASA Employee-Years lost due
to On-the-Joh injuries.
When an individual is injured or becomes ill, emergency action consistent
with the nature and extent of injury or illness is taken. After the
immediate needs of the injured are met and any necessary action is
taken to prevent the injur y of others or damage to equipment, a report
Is made, and an investigation is :onducted to determine the causes of
the injury or illness. If improper procedures or use of equipment is
found to contribute, the employees are instructed in proper applications.
If the employees have knowingly contributed to the incidents, they are
:nunseled, and In some instances they are reprimanded. Repeated failures
can lead to disciplinary action, including iob terminations. If
procedures are Incorrect or equipment is improperly guarded or maintained,
Immediate action is taken to stop operations and correct the problems.
Safet y personnel as well as operational personnel can originate stop
action in these instances. In case of a reportable injury and in furies
requiring ou-side medical attention, necessary forms are forwarded to
the U.S. Department of Labor, Office of WorkerF' Compensation Frograms.
These injuries are reported to NASA Headquarters on OSHA Form 102F.
9. PROMOTIONAL AND INTERAGENCY ACTIVITIES
The promotional techniques used at the installations are discussed in
their individual reports and will not be covered in this part. NASA
Headquarters provides supporting information, the Training Catalog,
instructional and interest generating materials, and assistance when-
ever it is requested. Training activities that are considered ne.:es-
Gar y
 or desirable for all installations, such as management or super-
visor orientation and education, are likewise conducted by Headquarters.
Medical education programs are provided, health bulletins issued,
,:ardio-pulmonar y
 resuscitation (CPR) classes are sponsored ; first aid
,:lasses are taught, ph ysical exams are provided and encouraged, plus
many other related activities are available.
Participation in the Field Federal Safety and Health Councils is
encouraged at Headquarters and at the Installations. Also, periodic:
NASA Safet y
 and Health Directors Conferences are held and include
speakers from other agencies and private industry. These conferences
provide a good exchange of new Information  concerning safety and health.
IO. INTRA-AGENCY EVALUATION PROCEDURES
Fach installation is requtred to evaluate its Safety and Health Program.
A formal evaluation and survey is required every two years by in-house
personnel. During the alternate years a Headquarters directed team
will :onduct r: survey . These teams are made up of specialists capable
of recognizing hazards. The areas of occupational safety, health,
25
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reliahtltt y , qunitty rseuran.e, aviation, systems safety, and others,
As needed for special circumstances will he evaluated, and speclalisCs
with these expertise will he used.
The Headquarters sponsored survevs spot check the facilities and evaluate
the documentation and self-surve y information. The results have been
encouraging, and the qualitv of surveys being a._com,.lished by the
Ins tallation  pe rsonnel is improving. However, when weaknesses are
found, the survey teams discuss the problems in detail, and the
Installation management is required to report actions taken to eliminate
the problems. Where major defici<nces exist and are not :orrected, the
Action is elevated to a level where attention is obtained.
ACHIEVEMENT OF PLANNED GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR CY 1980
The basic objectives of the NASA safety and health program are to:
I.	 Take .i1. necessary steps to avoid loss of life, personnel injury or
illness, property loss or damage, or environmental harm to the extent
practical.
2. compl y with the applicable provisions of the Occupational Safety and
Health A:t of 1970, Executive Order 12196, 29 CFR 1960 and published
Oc:upational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and NASA safety
and health standards. Requi re meats of other applicable Federal regu-
latory agencies shall also he complied with.	 in the event of eonflict-
ing standards or regulatory issuances, the mare stringent rN. uirementes
-hall he met.
1. instill an awareness of the need for safety and health conservation
in all NASA and NASA contractor employees.
4. implement a risk management s ystem to achieve the necessary level of
safet y and health commensurate with mission objectives and overall
:o.,tti.
'^. As -urn that in organized and systematic approach is used to tdt-,-*ify
and control safety and environmental health hazards and prr.)blems.
t..	 Periodicall y review anti evaluate plans, s y stems, and activities relating,
to safet y :end envtronnwntal health to ensure that objectives will be
achieved within established constraints of available technology, funding,
.Ind schedule.
•	 ANdescribed throughout this report and as indi..ated by our low acciuent
rates, NASA has l,ad good suc:ess in meeting these objectives. There is
n1wav- room for improvement as indt:Ated in the next section, but compared
to oth,-r Federal aken;tes and private industry, NASA has an excellent program.
27
CY 1981 AND BEYOND
NASA does not anticipate significant changes in hash operational poli,v
and philosophy during the next calendar year, but improvements will hr Linde
upon the management aspects of the program. Safety end health policy
documents will undergo major revision, documentation requirements will
Increase to comply with the new E.O. 12196 and 29 CFR 1960, major effort•:
are underway in the areas of budget and traini ng, a safet y
 coordinat i ng
committee has been established at the Headquarters level, and it is likely
that NASA unique safety standards will be initiated. Sodels will he
developed to assist in the establishment of realisti.: a:cadent prevention
goals and development of countermeasures for accident causes. 1n.re ..-svJ
emphasis will be pla:ed on recertification of pressure vessels/systems to
assure prevention of catastrophic type accidents.
Safety and health management by obje:tives will plav an increasing rule in
not onlv Accident prevention targets but also the key specific oh.je:tives
of installation directors and other key =Anagement officials.
28
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ATTACHMENT 1
FEDERAL E:^PLOYEE REPORTS OF UNSAFE OR
UNHEALTHFUL WORKING CONDITIONS AT THE FIELD,
REGIONAL, AND HEADQUARTERS LEVELS
Provide tt.e following information on Federal Emplo yee Reports:
Field (Local) Level Activity
N-T.be? of ;.mployee Reports Received 	 285
N..&er of Employee Re ports Investigated
	
285
Number of Employee Reports Abated
	
280
Cost of Abating Reported Conditions 	 $	 1,093,46]
II. Regional (Mid) Level activity
Number of Employee Reports Initially
Received at the Regional Level
Number of Employee Re ports Forwarded
From the Field Level
Number of Employee Reports Investigated
Number o= Reported Conditions Abated
Cost of Abating Reported Conditions
	 $
III. Headquarters - Desiq
_rated Safety 5 Health Official (DS:-!C)
Level
Number of Employee Reports Initially
Received at Headquarters Level
Number of Employee Reports Forwarded to
Regional or Field Level for Investigation
Number of Employee Reports Investigated
by DSHO
Numbe of Reported Conditions Abated
'	 Cost of Abating reported C.:nd:ticns 	 S
A'rT AC F?'4E`:7
CY 1984 EXPENDITURES FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND iiEALTii
Provide the figures for CY 1980 in the following table:
rofessional Staff 1
$ Requested $ Allocated
$	 Actuall},'
Ex ended I
h,''48, •197 —"1
SH Training for:
Professional Staff 22,910
Management l'),971
	 I
Supervisors 9,200	 y
Employees 33.086
,Abatement of Hazards 2,zzH,inn
romotion of OSH Progr 43,225
Administration
101.559
Personal Protective
Equipment 444,588
10 ther 3 5,28n,074
Health Clinic
Fire Protection ',;11,N7t
!I
1
17,240,050
TOT;.L
NOTES:
1. Include civilian employees in series GS-803, 018, 019, 690,
804, and 081.
2&3. Define what is included as Administration and Other.
_
%d—,- X ^ -
I.
ATTACHMENT 3
}
}
ADMINISTRATION OF SAFETY AND HEALTH PROGRAM
AGENCY	 NAME NATIONAI. AF.RONAin - wS AND SPACF ADMINISTRATION
ADDRESS Washington, DC 20546
-AGENCY HEAD	 NAME- Dr. Alan M. Lovelace
TITLE Administrator (Act)
ADDRESS NASA Headquarters
Washington, DC 20546
AGENCY DESIGNATED
SAFETY AND HEALTH
OFFICIAL
	
NAME N1r. 1:.('. Kilgore
TITLE A^sociatL ,
 Administrator for Management Operat ions
ADDRESS NASA 1!eadquarters
Washington, DC 20546
PHONE NO. (2112) 755-3708
AGENCY SAFETY
AND HEALTH
(COORDINATOR,
DIRECTOR, CHIEF,
MANAGER, ETC.)	 NAME-1- I arry Crawford
TITLE Chief, NASA Safety Office
GRADE LEVEL SFS	 JOB SERIES	 Sn3
ADDRESS
—
 NASA Hcadquart erg
Washington, D(' -'0546
PHONE NO. (202) 755-2751
ATTACHMENT 4
* -uLL-TIy1Y OCC':PATIONA.L S .F?TY & HE 7.L7H 3TAF7:`: ,
AT HEADQUARTERS S FIELD
GS SERIES GS GRADES
5- 8	 1	 9 - 11 12	 13	 1 1 1	 15
1 Q R; Hr.)	 FU I	 Ham, '	 :? ,	 F-^
t
i Q) ^
SAFE': Y ENGLR (803) i	 5 11
SAFFN
 
MANA '= VSAF'F.'T^C
SPECIALIST ',018) 26 17 1 R 2 1 2 I I
1 r,01NICIAN	 019) 2 4 1
'DUmi-AL TFGT^. IS: ; 6 90) 7 6 3 1 13
F IRE PFC=1 ION
t :GII^R (804) I 14 1 3
-IRE PRCY=ION SPSIALIST/
RS HALL (081) 79 1	 38 I
'F AT •TH PHYSICIST	 306 31 1 ? 1
PATIDK , N®IC=
HYSICr--N (602) I 1 3 12 I 7
OCCUPATIONAL 11ir.ALT-9
:	 I SE	 (610) ' 8 I 44 2 I
i
PHYSICAL SCIE.'',KM
'."_.Cf IICTA.N	 (1311) 4 8 , 1 1
1ROWEN AL, HEALTHENV
TECINICIAN (699) 1
HEALTH ^	 ICIAN (645) 2 6 13 1	 '	 6
OTHER FULL-= (SPECIFY) Sec . 2 47 2
Medical Program As sistant I
Biomedical Engrn. Technician 2 1 I --
Gene ral_En sneer
Administration
1 1 1
- --
2 1
-
_
Student Trainee
	 _
Physical FitnessSu^eryiaor
Aviation Safety
=AL mm—L- 162 1 12 1 147 4 ^
HO= r =FIELD =S
` 'rhe numbers on this summary
table for the agency include
full-time and NUtTEa OF EZnWyEES :
collateral duty'	 Headquarters
Field Units
Total
1,655
21,x84
2?,539
VRANCIFS IN SAFF' & HEALTH STAFF'LNC :
Headquarters
Field Units ( 2 ) Fire Protection Engineers:
(3) Safet y
 ,Pecia acts; 1 'i Safety fngincer,
ORIGINAL, PAGE 1^
OF POOR QUAL ny
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ATTACWtIENT 5
SAFETY 6 HEALTH S'T'AFFING OF FIELD 'UNITS
DIRECTIONS: List the agency
information for each unit in
izationally the term "field
size, and organization. The
and collateral-duty personne
collateral-duty personnel, the n
work (in man-years) spent on safe
for each grade level. For example,
collateral-duty safety and health personnel, each devoting 40% of
his work time to safety and health activit;.es, s`.ould ex77_^_1 =
total of 1.2 man-years for that grade on safety and health act-1-
vities. This would be entered in the table as 3(1.2) in the CD
column for the GS 5-8 grade level.
s ty
DEFINITION OF FIELD UNIT: 	 NASA CF.NTF.RVINSTALLATIONS
FIEID UNITS
(NAMES, ADDRESSES AND
AVERAGE EMPLO 
GS GRADES
5-8 9-11 12_ 13 14 15 16
FT CD FT CD FT CD Fr CD FT
,
CD F: CD r r Cv
AMES RESEARCH CENTER 15 1 4 1.1 1 .1 1
DRYDEN FLIGHT CENTER 1 1 2 2
GnDDARD SPACE FLIGHT CFNTFR 1 8 5 5 2 1 1
HEADQUARTERS 8 1 1 1 4 .2 4 2
JOHNSON SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 33 10 10 J 7 1 4 4
KcNNEDY SPACE FLIGHT CENTFR 39 S7 21 9 5 3 1
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 20 36 1.8 4 .9 3 .81 2 9 1 ."
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER 31 1..11 2 1.7 2 3 .4 2
MARSHAI. SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 17 8 .5 2 .1 _ 3 1
NATIONAL SPACE TECH. IABORATORI 1 3 1 2 1
WALLOPS FLIGHT CF.NTFR 11
.5 5
i
FT = Full- time	 CD = Co l la tE_r a l-duty
nits and provide the requested
llowing table. Define organ-
elative to the agency mission,
should include both full-time
field units staffed with
field u
the f 
unit" r
table
1. For
umber of personnel and the total
 and health should be entered
 a field unit with three GS-7
A". 7AC'A':FNT 6
FULL-TIME OSH PROFESSIONALS
Directions: Complete this form for each full-time professional
at both the headquarters and field levels indicated on Attachment
4. The professionals should be in the job series GS 803, 018, 01n,
690, 804, and 081. Include agency and sub-agency identification in
the work address.
NAME SEE INDIVIDUAL UNIT INPUTS FOR THEIR PROFESSIONALS
TITLE
JOB SERIES
	
GRADE LEVEL
WORK ADDRESS
TELEPHONE	 (COMMERCIAL)
(FTS OR OTHER)
NAME
TITLE
JOB SERIES	 GRADE LEVEL
WORK ADDRESS
TELEPHONE	 (COMMERCIAL)
(FTS OR OTHER)
„M .	 -	 -	 --
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ATTACHMENT 7
SAFETY & HEALTH TRAINING ACTIVITIES
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OOCZJPATION-AL, INJURIES & =gSSES FOR CY 1980, 1979, and 1978
YEAR
NRZMEt OF
FATALITIES
` " 7z- i .CTAI
aTwli
%2N T
..,-. ,L
t 10[,m
'ADRK'-U
INJURIES ILLN7ESSES
NC N - 10ST
WORKDAY
CASES
LOST
47ORKDAY
CASES
NON - WST
WORKDAY
CASES
LAST
WORKDAY
CASES
1980 0 180 149 0 1 23.539 44,4t^ 4n
1979 1 157 151 30	 ,. 1 23,731 44,?:`. ^
1978 0 206 180 6 4 24,278 1,
NOTE: This data should agree with the data provided to OSHA annually on "SPA
"rbLm9 102F and 102FF in the Federal Accident Reporting SystEm.
